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Abstract. This paper presents a novel discriminative approach for pave-
ment scene understanding and obstacle detection in real-world images.
It overcomes the heavy constraints in previous systems such as a simple
background, a specific obstacle, etc. The approach we exploited extends
the bundle method to incorporate pairwise correlations among neigh-
boring pixels, and adopts graph-cuts as the inference engine to attain
the approximation efficiently. A set of robust features on both local and
multi-scale level is also introduced that captures the general statistical
properties of pavements and obstacles. The proposed approach is vali-
dated on real-world image database, and outperforms the current state-
of-the-art visioned-based methods.
1 Introduction
Low vision device has been a hot research topic for the past few years as it can
help visually impaired people to lead a normal life. One of the major hurdles
that have to overcome before it can be practically used is the navigation through
real-world environments. Let us imagine a visually impaired people walking along
a pavement, where the environment is dynamically changing, as shown in Fig-
ure 1. The surroundings could be a building, traffic road, and trees. The obstacles
faced may include rubbish bins, menu boards of restaurants, public phone box,
fire hydrant, or pot holes in a road under maintenance. Hence, to ensure a safe
navigation, obstacle detection technique plays an important role in such an appli-
cation. Although the widely used GPS technique or alike can map and navigate
a route, its resolution is not high enough to handle small-sized obstacles and
the dynamical ones that are important for the navigation of visually impaired
people. Hence, vision-based technique becomes a promising approach for this
application.
Vision-based obstacle detection has been widely explored in mobile robot and
autonomous vehicles. Ulrich et.al in [1] presented an appearance-based obstacle
detection with Monocular color vision for mobile robots. Yu et.al in [2] devel-
oped a stereo-vision based obstacle detection algorithm for urban environments.
Barate et.al in [3] used genetic programming to evolve vision-based obstacle
avoidance algorithms, which automatically adapt an obstacle avoidance con-
troller to the current context. However, the environment handled by the existing
approaches is either simple foreground and backgrounds [4–6] or well-defined
scene such as a corridor or a known background [7, 8]. In the literature, radar
has been used to detect obstacles, but the equipment is expensive and is heavily
constrained to a planar ground. Moreover, it is incapable of recognizing objects
which is important for visual-impaired people to understand the scene. A recent
work in [9] studies obstacle detection in a dynamic real-world environment to
support path planning. Nevertheless, the work is focused on detecting a specific
obstacle, the pedestrians, and is not general enough for practical applications.
Fig. 1. Obstacles on pavement
A successful low vision device has to be able to deal with complex and dy-
namic real-world environment, providing accurate and robust navigation infor-
mation. Also, it is preferred to be portable and economical. Moreover, a practical
low vision device should have the potential to provide ample information, for ex-
ample, being able to recognize the objects in the scene where the user is facing.
With the advances of imaging technology, cameras with low cost and high reso-
lution have be widely used. This makes the vision-based approach particularly
attractive.
Towards the above goals, this paper proposes a novel approach to realize
pavement scene interpretation and obstacle detection in a real-world environ-
ment. By defining the classes of background, pavement, and obstacle (or more
in general), this approach performs pixel classification on a given image and
identifies the regions of each class. By doing so, the scene can be semantically
interpreted and the user can walk along the pavement and avoid the detected
obstacles.
Technically, our approach models each image as a graph, in which each node
stands for a pixel and each edge connects a pair of neighboring pixels. Giving
a set of training images, this approach extends the large margin principle [10]
to incorporating spatial correlations among neighboring pixels which greatly
improved the consistence of blocks of pavement and its surroundings (tree, sky
etc.). To attain the optimal pavement scene labeling and obstacle detection, par-
ticular, graph-cuts is efficiently integrated as the inference engine by explicitly
enforcing the submodular condition. The features are constructed from low-level
descriptor, incorporating the appearance, shape, and context information. Node
features is designed to capture local appearance as well as scene contextual infor-
mation, while edge features encode local compatibilities. We empirically evaluate
our approach on pavement and obstacle real-world data set, where it performs
competitively comparing to the state-of-the-art methods in the accuracy of whole
scene labeling, and also a significant lower risk rate for obstacle avoidance.
The outline of the paper is as follows. Our proposed approach is described
in Section 2, details of our data set and features are represented in Section 3.
Section 4 reports the experimental results, together with some empirical analysis.
Conclusion and future work are listed in Section 5.
2 Our Approach
2.1 Large Margin Formulation
Define an image as X ∈ X and its label as Y ∈ Y over a graph G = (V,N ),
respectively, where each image label Y is defined on the pixels and each pixel is
assigned to a category c ∈ {1, · · · , C}. More specifically, let i ∈ V index a node
yi and ij ∈ N index an edge yiyj in graph G.
In the training phase we have access to a set of T images (X1, · · · , Xt · · · , XT ),
and corresponding labels (Y1, · · · , Yt, · · · , YT ), accordingly. Assume that the con-
ditional distribution over the label Y given the observed data X = Xt can be
written as an exponential family model:
log p(Y |X, W ) = 〈W, Φ(X, Y )〉 − AW (X), (1)
where Φ(X, Y ) is a feature map over the joint input-output space, W is the cor-
responding parameter vector, and AW (X) = log
∑
Y exp{〈W, Φ(X, Y )〉} is the
normalization constant to ensure p(Y |X, W ) respects a valid probability distri-
bution. By the independence assumption among images, the joint conditional
probability over all training data can be factorized as
∏
t p(Yt|Xt, W ).
In training we intend to learn the parameters W used in (1), where we would
like W to be bounded to avoid trivial solution, and to maximize the log ratio
of the conditional probabilities, log p(Yt|Xt,W )log p(Y |Xt,W ) . We add the slack variable ξ to
account for the non-separable case. Clearly the normalization terms cancel out






s.t. 〈W, Φ(Xt, Yt)〉 − 〈W, Φ(Xt, Y )〉 ≥ Δ(Yt, Y ) − ξ ∀t, Y.
(2)
for the set of images {t : t ∈ 1, · · · , T}, where the label loss Δ(Yt, Y ) is the
margin between the two feasible label assignments.
Now, given an unseen image X, the problem of image segmentation can
be formally described as predicting the label Y by maximizing the conditional
probability likelihood (ML)
Y ∗ = argmax
Y
log p(Y |X, W ) = argmax
Y
〈W, Φ(X, Y )〉 . (3)
Denote the discriminative function F (X, Y )  〈W, Φ(X, Y )〉, therefore, the
optimal label assignment Y ∗ can be regarded as the one which comes with the
maximum F function score.
2.2 Submodular Conditions
The graph label Y enables us to decompose the discriminant function into local
(node and edge) parts and similarly the feature function, which yields
argmax
Y












〈wv, φv(xi, yi)〉 +
∑
ij∈N
〈we, φe(xi, xj , yiyj)〉 ,
(4)
where φv(xi, yi) and φe(xi, xj , yiyj) (or wv and we) are local parts decomposi-
tions of Φ(X, Y ) (or W ).
The problem argmaxY F (X, Y ) can be efficiently solved by graph-cuts [11] if
pairwise energy satisfying the submodular conditions [12]
fe(X, si = 0, sj = 0) + fe(X, si = 1, sj = 1)
≥ fe(X, si = 0, sj = 1) + fe(X, si = 1, sj = 0),
(5)
Here si = 0 and si = 1 means the i-th node connected to terminal source or
sink in the cut respectively. In the α-expansion move algorithm, terminal source
stands for assigning label α to the node and terminal sink for labels remaining
still.
Without loss of generality, we would like the edge feature function to be
componentwisely non-negative φe(xi, xj , yiyj)  0. The submodular constraint
is integrated into (2) by eliminating the edge feature in both sides of inequality






s.t. 〈W, Ψt(Y )〉 ≥ Δ(Yt, Y ) − ξ ∀t, Y,
we(yi = α, yj = α) + we(yi = β, yj = γ)
≥ we(yi = α, yj = γ) + we(yi = β, yj = α) ∀{α, β, γ} ⊂ c,
ξ ≥ 0.
(6)
This subsequently ensures the related inference problem of argmaxY F (X, Y )
(or equivalently (3)) always satisfies the submodularity condition, and α-expansion
guarantees a factor 2 approximation to the exact assignment of Y ∗.
3 Data Set Representations
3.1 Our Pavement and Obstacle Database
The present database contains 13 outdoor real-world images, sized 120 × 160
pixels, with various pavement scene and obstacles. The initial 13 images cover
4 pavement scene as shown in Figure 2. The photos are taken from a few differ-
ent angles and positions at each scene. The most classic and frequent obstacles
on pavement are captured in the scene. There are concrete cubic, menu board
of restaurant in scene 1, rubbish bin and power pole in scene 2 etc. All cor-
responding ground-truth are well labeled manually. The database is expanding
and updated regularly. Each pixel in image is categorized as one of the 3 classes:
background, pavement and obstacle, plus a redundancy void which involves most
of the on-border pixels, as it is hard to distinguish their categories. The void
pixels are ignored in both training and testing process.
Fig. 2. Obstacles and Pavements
3.2 Feature Extraction
Our node part of discriminative function can be written as
fv(xi, yi) = 〈wTexton, φTexton(xi, yi)〉 + 〈wSTF , φSTF (xi, yi)〉+
〈wcolor, φcolor(xi, yi)〉 + 〈wlocation, φlocation(xi, yi)〉 + θb(yi),
(7)
where wTexton, wSTF , wcolor and wlocation are the components of the unary
weight wv, and θb is a bias term relying on the class label yi.
TextonBoost [13] is an approach for learning a discriminative model of object
classes, incorporating appearance, shape, and context information efficiently.
The TextonBoost classification results with parameters M = 5000 iterations,
K = 400 textons and filter-bank scale κ = 0.8 are shown in the 3rd column in
Figure 5.
And the 4th column in Figure 5 is the results of Semantic Texton Forests
(STFs) [14], which proposed the bag of semantic textons model and could be
efficiently applied into image labeling tasks.
Suggested by the results, TextonBoost performs better than STFs especially
in background and pavement recognition. The main reason is location infor-
mation being considered in the boosting, what encourages us to add location
potential as one of our features. The location potential is formed in a lookup
table which captures the dependence of class label relying on absolute position
of the pixel in the image. Learned location potentials are illustrated in Figure 3.
Fig. 3. Location prior potentials. From left to right: background, pavement, obstacle.
Brighter color means it more possible belonging to this category for pixels on the
position.
Meanwhile, STFs results have advantages in obstacle detection, benefited by
the color depended decision. Thus, we also take color potential into our feature
function from a K-means clustering quantization of the CIE-Lab color space.
Our edge features (φe) is similar to the edge features of [13], in the form of
φe(xi, xj , yiyj) = 1 − [θ1 exp(−ρ‖ Ii − Ij ‖2) + θ2]. (8)
Here Ii is the three channel CIE-Lab color of pixels i. The ρ is an image-





θ1 and θ2 are validated using training data, and manually selected to be 10
and 2 respectively. Please note that our edge features satisfies the non-negative
assumption φe(xi, xj , yiyj)  0. The edge features will effect as the smoothness
over neighboring pixels, which usually occurs between pixels of tolerable similar
colors.
Therefore, for each pixel, its node features (φv) contain 3-dim of boosted
filter responses, 3-dim of STFs inferred class distribution, 15-dim of color and
3-dim location features, as well as a 1-dim bias term. And also the edge features
φe together with one dimensional bias constant. This gives a 93 dimensional
vector in total (75-dim node features and 18-dim edge features).
4 Experiments
This experiment aims to verify the performance of the proposed image label-
ing approach for the application of pavement scene interpretation and obstacle
detection. The proposed approach is compared with the state-of-the-art image
labeling methods including multi-class SVMs [15], TextonBoost, and the STFs.
The algorithmic parameters of TextonBoost are set by following the paper [13]
and the default parameters written in the STFs software following [14] are used.
The parameter η of the multi-SVMs and our approach shown in (6) (same as in
(2)) is tuned by an individual validation set. Two criterions are used to evaluate
the performance of each approach. One is the Accuracy of pixel labeling (denoted
by Paccuracy), which is defined as the percentage of correctly labeled pixels of
all of the pixels in an image. The other criteria called accident risk (denoted
by Prisk) is specially designed for the kind of application of low vision device.
It calculates the percentage of the pixels in the classes of background and ob-
stacle which are mislabeled as pavement. Sucj criterion is critical because such
misclassification will potentially bring accidents to visually impaired people. An
approach which has high pixel classification accuracy and low accident risk is
preferred.
To conduct algorithmic parameter tuning for our approach and multi-class
SVMs, we randomly select 7 images from our data set for training, and use
another 2 images for validation. Twenty η values sampled from 1 to 5000. With
each of them, our approach is trained on the training set and tested on the
validation set. The value of Paccuracy and Prisk are calculated for this validation
data set. The Score of Paccuracy−λPrisk is defined to select the best η. Please note
that we do not simply use Paccuracy to select the parameter as usual. Instead, we
use this Score to take the context of our application into account. As mentioned
above, a low Prisk is preferred because any accident happened to the users will
be potentially critical. To emphasize the importance of low Prisk, the coefficient
λ is used and it is empirically set as 5 in this experiment. Based on these, the
best η value is selected by the maximum of this Score. Their values are plotted
in Figure 4. The horizontal axis of this plot denotes the value of the tested η.
As seen, when η = 25, we obtain the highest Score valued 0.8821. This is also
Fig. 4. Paccuracy, Prisk and Score obtained from the validation set when the parameter
η increases from 1 to 5000.
applied to the selection of η in multi-class SVMs. Therefore, we choose this η for
our approach. Similarly, the value of η for multi-class SVMs is selected as 5.
4.1 Results and Discussions
We compare the four approaches on another 4 images that have been reserved
as test samples. The result is displayed in Figure 5. The first column shows the
original images from our data set. The second column gives the manually labeled
ground truth for image labeling, and it is used as the benchmark to evaluate the
performance of each approach. The third to sixth columns correspond to the
results obtained by TexonBoost, STFs, multi-class SVMs and our approach.
Different colors are used to represent the three classes of background, pavement
and obstacle. From this Figure, it can be clearly seen that our approach achieves
the best labeling result. The background and pavement regions have been well
distinguished. Particularly, almost all obstacles that are close to the user have
been correctly labeled, which is the most crucial task for this visual-impaired
people navigation application. In further. the confusion matrix of our approach
is given in Table 1. It listed the classification accuracy among these classes.
Suggested from the confusion matrix, the accuracy of obstacle recognition is
34.80%. Compared with the classification accuracies for the classes of background,
pavement, this accuracy sounds a bit lower. There are two reasons contributing to
this result. Firstly, some obstacles which are far from the viewer having smaller
sizes make the recognition particular difficult due to the lack of sufficient visual
information. However, they will be correctly recognized when the viewer moves
forward and approaches these obstacles. Secondly, some obstacles such as trees
and power poles which have significant overlapping with the background, and
they are often mislabeled as the background. Nevertheless, this is not a big issue
for this application because background is also a kind of special obstacle that a
user needs to avoid.
Figure 6 compares our approach with TextonBoost, STFs, and multi-class
SVMs in terms of both classification accuracy and accident risk. As shown, our
approach achieves the highest overall accuracy, 87.95%, among all the compared
approaches. Our approach also shows comparable or even better classification
performance on the classes of background and pavement. It is worth mentioning
that the very high accuracy obtained by STFs on the class obstacle is due to that
it inappropriately labels most of the pixels as obstacle, which adversely affects
the path planning. This also explains why it cannot attain an excellent overall
accuracy even with such a high obstacle classification accuracy. Especially, we
compare the value of accident risk obtained from different approaches. It can
be found that our approach consistently demonstrates the lowest risk values at
0.97%, 7.65% and 1.96%, respectively. Please note that “risk 1” is defined as the
misclassification percentage of background pixels to class pavement, and “risk 2”
denotes the misclassification percentage of the obstacle pixels to pavement.
background pavement obstacle
background 98.72% 0.97% 0.31%
pavement 12.82% 86.00% 1.18%
obstacle 57.55% 7.65% 34.80%
Table 1. The confusion matrix of the labeling result of our approach. It shows the
classification accuracy among these classes.
5 Conclusion and Future Work
We propose a novel approach for the application of pavement scene interpreta-
tion and obstacle detection for visually impaired people navigation in real-world
Fig. 5. Image labeling results obtained by the compared approaches on our natural
image data set. From column 1-6, they are original images, ground-truths, Texton-
Boost’s result, STFs’ result, Multi-class SVMs’ result and our labeling result. As seen,
our approach gives the result which is better consistent with the ground truth.
Fig. 6. Comparison of the four approaches in term of both classification accuracy
and accident risk. As shown, our approach achieves the highest overall accuracy and
consistently demonstrates the lowest risk values.
environments. Our approach works well and outperforms the state-of-the-art
methods with regard to the recognition accuracy and the potential accident risk.
There are a few future work to follow on. We will further expand the database
of pavement and obstacle scene and will segment and recognize each subclass of
obstacles, such as rubbish bin, menu board, fire hydrant etc. Also, we will try
to incorporate higher-order scene context into our approach as well as working
with hierarchical structured models.
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